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Introduction 

Orange City Council is seeking to develop a series of mountain bike trails on Mount 

Canobolas. The Project has been developed in response to significant growth in mountain 

biking internationally and within Australia. Council is seeking to capitalise on the additional 

spend that mountain bike tourism could generate in the region.   

This Project includes the development of the Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Trails and the 

redevelopment of the Canobolas Scout Camp, which is located near the trail head and will 

provide accommodation options for bike riders visiting Orange.  

Orange City Council is seeking an estimate of the potential economic value of the mountain 

bike tracks, and the associated increase in tourism, to the City. This economic assessment is 

an update on a report prepared by RedeConsult for Orange City Council in 2014. 

Mountain Bike Market 

Cycling, as a form of exercise, a recreational pursuit or a means of transportation, is a popular 

sport both nationally as well as internationally. The ABS report into Participation in Sport and 

Recreation indicates that cycling, which includes mountain biking, had the fifth highest 

number of participants in Australia 2013-14i.   

Mountain biking has developed from a fringe sport to a more mainstream activity that now 

includes organised competitions and events. Cross-country mountain biking is an Olympic 

Games and Commonwealth Games sport, broadening the appeal and promoting the sport to 

an international market.  

Mountain Bike Australia (MTBA) is the peak body representing the mountain biking sport. The 

MTBA has almost 15,000 members and has experienced significant growth over the last few 

years (more than 25% from 2015). MTBA was officially recognised as a National Sporting 

Organisation (NSO) by the Australian Sports Commission in November 2017. This recognition 

will see mountain biking and MTBA become acknowledged within the Australian sports 

environment as an official NSO and equally recognises mountain biking with the other cycling 

disciplines of BMX, road and trackii. 

International Trends 

Mountain biking is popular throughout the world with the International Mountain Biking 

Association (IMBA) reporting individual members from more than 30 countries. However, the 

IMBA reports that it is difficult to accurately record the number of participants in most 

countries as many riders are not registered with a club or organisationiii. Many countries use 

organised events to estimate participation as they can track registration, however it is 

recognised that only a small proportion of riders enter events. Estimates indicate that the 

countries with the highest mountain biking participation rates are Canada, the USA, European 

countries, Australia and New Zealandiv.  

The size of the market and economic impact of mountain biking across the world has been 

reported in a series of documents published by industry bodies and individual organisations. 

The key benefits to communities from mountain biking that have been identified include 

employment, transport, retail, bike hire, food and accommodation businessesv. Some 

examples of these reports are summarised below. 



 

 

 

Various research studies have valued the New Zealand industry. Mountain biking at Rotorua's 

Whakarewarewa Forest is estimated at $10.2 million (median annual recreational value), five 

times the annual timber revenue in the regionvi. At Lake Taupo, cycling activity is estimated at 

more than $8.3 million per annum of which mountain biking accounts for approximately $3 

millionvii. In Queenstown, mountain biking is estimated to generate $5 million per annum in 

direct expenditureviii.  

Canada has one of the highest rates of mountain bike participation and some significant trails. 

Squamish in Canada is ranked among the top 25 MTB destinations by Mountain Bike 

Magazine. Traffic counts and visitor surveys show that trail use quadrupled from an estimated 

591 riders a week in 2006 to 2600 riders a week in 2013ix. Research on Whistler Bike Park in 

Canada shows that approximately 63% of riders in the park are from outside Canada and 80% 

are willing to travel to Whistler for riding. Whistler is accessible to Canadian residents but also 

to mountain bike riders from the USAx. 

Scotland is a major mountain biking destination with sportscotland’s participation data 

indicating that there almost 150,000 mountains bikers in the country. The UK Tourism Survey 

shows that trips in Scotland involving mountain biking are 134,000 per annum. VisitScotland’s 

research shows that, in the first nine months of 2015 alone, residents of Great Britain who 

took part in cycling and mountain biking during overnight or day trips to Scotland, spent 

almost £155 millionxi. 

National Trends 

The number and diversity of mountain bike trails within Australia is increasing to meet the 

rapid rise of the sport. The swift uptake nationally of mountain biking is consistent with the 

growth in mountain biking globally. The Australian mountain bike tourism market is 

estimated to be approximately 424,300 visitors a yearxii.  

Participation in mountain biking within Australia is difficult to estimate with the same issues 

in data collection that are experienced internationally. However, attendance at mountain 

biking events around Australia provides an indication of the popularity of the sport and the 

associated impact on the community. Victoria’s Otway Odyssey has an average of 1,700 

competitors, with a competitor survey in 2010 reporting that each participant brought two 

additional spectators/supporters on average, which resulted in an additional 3,422 people 

attending the event over the weekend.  

The Red Centre Enduro is a mountain bike race in Central Australia. Reports on the Enduro 

indicated that participants spent on average $200 per person per day during their stay and 

were accompanied by an average of two supporters on the race weekend. The Mount Stromlo 

mountain biking facility near Canberra attracts more than 50,000 visitors each year and has 

hosted a number of international events.  

The Australian Alpine Epic Trail is located at Mount Buller in Victoria. Visitors are attracted 

from all around the world to ride this trail. The Trail hosts a range of events and has 

experienced rapid growth - currently the trail attracts more than 20,000 cyclists a year. Bike 

Buller MTB festival in 2015 attracted almost 500 competitors and 1,150 spectators, 

contributing approximately $1.7 million to the local economy.  



 

 

 

However, whilst events are important and can bring significant visitors to a region, there is 

less focus on the benefits associated with one-off events, and more emphasis on the week to 

week riders on the trails. The number of recreational riders that are participating on a weekly 

basis is growing and the willingness to travel to experience new trails is evident in this market.  

The Forrest Mountain Bikes Trails were constructed in 2007 and are located in the Great 

Otway National Park and the Otway Forest Park. The trails cover more than 65 kilometres and 

have 16 purpose-built single track trails for riders of all skill levels. It is estimated that more 

than 22,000 riders use the trails in the Forrest area annually. The nearest major urban centre is 

Melbourne which is three hours away. 

The You Yangs Regional Park is located 55 kilometres south-west of Melbourne and 22 

kilometres north of Geelong. The Park has 50 kilometres of dedicated mountain bike trails 

catering for all levels from open dirt roads to single track and downhill. The Park attracts 

125,000 bike visitors a year, with the majority being day visitation.  

The Stromlo Bike Park in Canberra has over 50km of professionally built and maintained trails. 

The Bike Park attracts more than 50,000 riders per year. The Park is a short distance from 

Canberra, however draws significantly from the Sydney basin.  

Warburton, in the Yarra Ranges of Victoria, is currently developing a mountain bike facility 

that will be similar in size and scale to the proposed Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Trails. 

An economic impact for the Warburton development estimated that, once constructed, trails 

will, in the first full year of operation, attract up to 130,000 mountain bike visitors. This is 

estimated at 120,000 day visitors and 10,000 overnight visitors. The Warburton Trails are 

three hours from Melbourne.  

Most of the significant trails in Australia are located within a 3-4 hour travel time from a major 

metropolitan centre. As Orange is located less than three hours driving time from the western 

edge of Sydney and a similar distance to Canberra and is well serviced by air, rail and road 

connections, it is ideally located to attract visitors from interstate and overseas as well as from 

the Sydney basin.  

Local Trends 

Mount Canobolas State Conservation Area offers birdwatching, walking, scenic views, picnic 

areas and an established campground. The Area is managed by NSW National Parks and 

Wildlife Service. The use of Mountain biking in State recreation areas is recognised in the 

National Parks and Wildlife Mountain Bike Strategy as a legitimate way to boost regional 

economies. The Mountain Bike strategy identified examples of job creation that have 

occurred from existing trail centres of a similar scale to Orange that include:  

▪ New cycling retail outlets;  

▪ Businesses specialising in cycle tourism (for example guided rides);  

▪ Private event promoters;  

▪ Bike hire and service;  

▪ Transport to the trail centre, and bike shuttle services within the facility;  



 

 

 

▪ Increased demand on the food and accommodation industry in the region;  

▪ Trail maintenance, grounds keepers, weed controllers, and facility management and 

staff; and  

▪ Cultural (Aboriginal) Tourism  

Mountain biking is growing in the Orange region. The Orange Mountain Bike Club and Central 

West off-Road Bicycle Club host weekly rides and annual events in the Kinross State Forest 

and on Mount Canobolas. In 2017, Mountain Bike Australia (MTBA) and Central West off Road 

Bicycle Club hosted the first and second rounds of the 2017 XCO – Cross-Country Olympic 

National Series. The event was the first National Round to be conducted by Central West off 

Road Bicycle Club at Kinross State Forest and was support by Orange City Council. A report 

on the event indicated that there were 250 participants which generated 650 visitor nights in 

accommodation within the Orange region.  

Tourism in the Orange Area 

Orange LGA attracted approximately 300,000 domestic overnight visitors in 2016 (measured 

as a four-year annual average), generating a total of 845,000 visitor nights with an average 

length of stay of approximately 3 nights. Orange LGA attracted more than 604,000 day-trip 

visitors over the same period.  International travellers comprised 8,000 visitors and 118,000 

visitor nights with an average length of stay of 14 nightsxiii. 

Visitor Expenditure - base 

Data collected by Tourism Research Australia and published by Destination NSW indicates 

that visitor expenditure in Orange LGA derived from overnight visitors was estimated to be 

$233 millionxiv. This equates to a spend per visitor night of $161 for domestic overnight travel, 

$150 per visitor for day trip travel and $50 per visitor night for international travel. 

However, independent studies have collected expenditure data from mountain biking 

participants in other areas which showed a higher rate of expenditure per person than the 

average visitor to the respective region.   

The Warburton Mountain Bike Feasibility Study provides a snapshot of the Mountain Bike 

Tourist. The summary reported that Mountain Bikers: 

▪ Are estimated to spend, on average, $4,167 annually on their sport;  

▪ Would be likely to visit bars, cafes or restaurants in conjunction with a ride;  

▪ Would be prepared to pay for the use of a commercial shuttle service;  

▪ Are likely to go on 1-4 mountain biking holidays per year, generally of 1-2 nights duration 

and with 2-5 companions, spending, on average, $1,200 on a typical mountain biking 

holiday;  

▪ Have an average combined household income of approximately $117,150;  

▪ Would be likely to stay in local accommodation when visiting the proposed trail network;  

▪ Are prepared to travel greater than 4 hours to go mountain biking on a weekend.  



 

 

 

The Canobolas Scout Camp 

The Canobolas Scout Camp is located on Lake Canobolas approximately 6 kilometres from 

Orange. The land is owned by Orange City Council and is leased to the Scouts for a 

peppercorn rent. 

The camp is suitable for basic hostel style accommodation, however it doesn’t necessarily 

meet the stringent rules and regulations associated with paid visitor accommodation. Whilst 

the Scouts are keen to continue to use the facility twice a year for Jamberoo Camps and on a 

monthly basis for meetings, the reality is that they are not in a position to maintain nor 

improve the facility. On this basis, the Scouts are proposing to terminate their lease 

agreement early and hand control back to Council on the proviso that they can continue to 

access the facilities for their one week camps twice a year and monthly meetings. 

There is an identified lack of hostel style accommodation to cater for the backpacker and the 

education market in Orange as well as self-accommodation (recreational vehicles, caravans 

and camping). The existing overflow option for major events is the Orange Showground and 

this usually leads to conflict between overflow campers and showground users. This Project 

presents an ideal opportunity to address a niche in the accommodation market in the region.  

The key aspects of the Project are: 

▪ retro fitting of existing accommodation buildings to bring them into line with appropriate 

standards and expectations; 

▪ upgrade the existing ablutions block to current expectations; 

▪ update commercial kitchen appliances to bring it into line with intended use; 

▪ improving access for larger vehicles such as RVs, caravans and trailers; 

▪ additional independent potable water supply; 

▪ civil earthworks for additional outdoor camping areas; 

▪ repair and maintenance on cottage to bring it into line as a caretakers residence; 

▪ additional shower and toilet facilities; 

▪ outdoor structures (obstacle courses, rock climb and rope climbs); 

▪ installation of a laundry; and  

▪ flood lighting. 

Broadly, the Scout Camp will offer a different style of accommodation that is less expensive 

than what is currently available. This will new visitors and extend the length of stay for others. 

The Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Park will take a number of days to ride depending on 

your level of skill. It is therefore expected that visitors will need multiple trips to ride the 

mountain or extended accommodation to complete the trail. The Scout Camp will provide an 

affordable accommodation option for riders that is not currently available in Orange.  

 

 



 

 

 

Cost-Benefit Analysis  

Cost-benefit analysis is a process of identifying, quantifying and comparing the costs and 

benefits of a project in current prices. The benefits and costs should be compared against a 

baseline which is the equivalent of maintaining the status quo, in this case not building a 

mountain bike trail in Orange.  

The cost-benefit analysis of the potential mountain bike trails has been prepared using a real 

discount rate of 7 per cent; with sensitivity analysis conducted using real discount rates of 3 

per cent and 10 per cent in accordance with Federal Government recommendationsxv. The 

cost-benefit analysis has been undertaken from the perspective of the entity responsible for 

making the expenditure and accruing the benefits, in this case, Orange City Council. The key 

assumptions adopted in preparing the cost benefit analysis are outlined below. 

Costs 

The costs of developing a set of mountain bike trails at Mount Canobolas is $3,391,500 using 

the upper range of construction costs supplied by Orange City Council. This will include 

construction of the tracks and associated infrastructure including viewing platforms, staging 

areas and amenities. It has been assumed that the construction costs will be spread over 2 

years.  The analysis has also assumed that there will be an ongoing maintenance cost for the 

trails equivalent to 3 percent of capital expenditure annually on completion i.e. $101,745 per 

annum in 2017-18 $ values.  

The redevelopment of the Scout Camp will be spread over three years: 

1: Refurbishment of the dormitories and ablutions block, reticulation and firefighting, 

road works and civil works ($848,200); 

2: kitchen and mess refurbishment, construction of new dormitories, ablutions block and 

amenities block ($700,000); and 

3: scout area refurbishment, floodlighting, cottage works, outdoor entertainment and 

final fit-out ($304,300). 

An allowance for operations and maintenance of the facility equating to 5 percent of the 

capital costs has been assumed i.e. $92,625 per annum in 2017-18 $ values. 

In the third year of construction, it is also proposed to spend $1.5 million on improvements to 

the facilities at the top and bottom of Mount Canobolas. Of this, $0.5 million is earmarked for 

works at the trail head at the bottom of the mountain including: 

• bbqs and shelters; 

• bike wash stations; 

• secure storage; 

• trail maps and information; 

• parking; and 

• toilets. 

 



 

 

 

Similar, but more extensive facilities are planned for the top of the mountain, at a cost of $1 

million. 

Benefits 

The quantified benefits associated with the development of mountain bike trails at Mount 

Canobolas are based on the following assumptions. 

Visitor numbers 

The Project will attract 50,000 visitors per annum from the fifth year of operation, with 30 

percent of these assumed to be domestic overnight visitors, staying for 1 night in Orange, and 

the balance being day-trip visitors. A gradual build-up to the 50,000 visitors has been 

assumed. The visitor number estimates have been based on experiences at other dedicated 

mountain bike trails in Australia and given the proximity to both the greater Sydney region 

and Canberra, could be considered a conservative estimate. In addition, no specific allowance 

has been made for any international visitors utilising the facility as part of a mountain bike trip 

to Australia. 

Visitor expenditure 

In estimating the quantum of tourist expenditure generated by the non-local (i.e. those 

residing outside Orange) visitors, data from Tourism Research Australia (TRA) and 

Destination NSW was analysed. 

Destination NSW publishes visitor profiles by LGA in NSW which includes estimates of 

average expenditure per visitor night, irrespective of purpose of visit. Unpublished data from 

Destination NSW provided estimates of expenditure per night in regional NSW by category of 

visitor and a provisional breakdown of expenditure by type. Regional NSW data was used in 

preference to the State as a whole as the latter is inflated by overnight visits to the Sydney 

region where expenditure is significantly higher and less likely to reflect the Orange area.  

That data has been used to estimate the average expenditure per visitor night by category of 

visitor in the region. The four categories assessed for domestic overnight visitor expenditure 

are holiday; visiting friends and relatives; business and other. The distribution of expenditure 

by type of spend was assessed at the basic categories provided for regional NSW with the 

balance being distributed in accordance with that shown for domestic overnight visitors for 

the State as a whole. 

The LGA profile data indicates that average spend per domestic overnight visitor in Orange is 

$161. In assessing the impact of expenditure by persons travelling primarily for the purpose of 

utilising the mountain bike trails, the estimate for holiday visitors has been used as under TRA 

definitions, holiday visitors include “Sport – participating”. This category of visitor is 

estimated to spend just over $161.50 per visitor night. However, it has been assumed that 

some components of this expenditure will not be applicable to the mountain bike visitor 

market such as payment for tours, education fees and conferences. This reduces the average 

expenditure per domestic overnight visitor night to $145.98 per visitor night. 

In assessing the impact of expenditure by daytrip visitors, the LGA profile data indicates that 

this category of visitor is estimated to spend approximately $150 visit. Again, it has been 



 

 

 

assumed that some components of this expenditure will not be applicable to the mountain 

bike visitor market. 

For both categories of visitor expenditure, adjustments have been made to reflect the 

proportion of spend that is likely to be retained in the region. For example, with expenditure 

on fuel (a significant proportion of spending amongst both categories of visitor), only 5% has 

been assumed to be retained locallyxvi. Applying these adjustments results in the following 

estimated average spend per domestic visitor night or daytrip visitor associated with the 

Project: 

▪ Domestic overnight visitors - $98.19 per night 

▪ Daytrip visitors - $58.52 per trip. 

These values have been applied to the estimated number of visitors in each category per year 

of operation and incorporated in the cost benefit analysis. It should be noted that these 

estimates may be considered conservative in that: 

▪ Evidence from other studies suggests that mountain bike visitors generally spend 

more than the average visitor, which has not been incorporated in this assessment; 

and 

▪ Where expenditure components have been removed in the above analysis, they have 

not been reallocated to other expenditure categories i.e. a net reduction in the 

average spend per category of visitor compared with the average for Orange has been 

assumed. 

Results of Cost-Benefit Analysis 

The results of the cost benefit analysis over a ten year period are outlined in Table 1 below. 

Table1: Cost-benefit analysis of developing mountain bike trails and accommodation facilities, 

Mount Canobolas 

Discount Rate 
NPV of 

 net cash flow 
NPV 

 of Costs 
NPV 

 of Benefits 
Benefit Cost  

ratio 

3% $13,593,546 $7,858,777 $22,758,770 2.730 

7% $8,656,358 $7,062,799 $17,996,863 2.226 

10% $6,045,037 $6,569,882 $15,264,052 1.920 

 

At a real discount rate of 7 per cent, developing mountain bike trails and associated 

accommodation facilities at Mount Canobolas generates a net present value of approximately 

$8.7 million with a benefit cost ratio of 2.226.  As the net present value of the net cash flow is 

positive at all discount rates analysed and the benefit cost ratio is greater than 1, the project 

can be deemed an efficient use of funds. 



 

 

 

It should be noted that, based on the above assumptions, the Project has a break-even value 

late in the fifth year of operation and, across the 10 year operating period is estimated to 

generate an internal rate of return of approximately 25 percent. 

Economic Impact 

The economic impact of the proposed mountain bike trails has been assessed in terms of the 

impact of the construction of the trails and associated facilities, as outlined under “Costs”. 

The economic impact has been prepared from the perspective of the impact on Orange Local 

Government Area (LGA) as direct and flow-on impacts will affect the local community in 

terms of employment, household income and gross regional product.  The estimate of the 

cost of construction was provided by Orange City Council. 

The economic impact analysis was undertaken utilising an input-output (IO) model developed 

for Orange LGA. IO analysis provides a detailed picture of the structure of a regional economy 

at a point in time and can be used to estimate the contribution or impact of a particular sector 

of the economy including flow-on or multiplier effects.  

Marginal, rather than average, income and expenditure relationships for the household sector 

were incorporated in the analysis. As has been well documented, the household sector is the 

dominant component of multiplier effects in an IO model, as consumer driven consumption 

and income tends to dominate local economic activity. Capturing marginal income and 

expenditure relationships for the household sector can provide a more realistic representation 

of the economic system and remove the strict linearity assumption implicit in conventional IO 

modelling. Further details relating to the IO modelling are provided at Appendix A. 

Economic Impact of Construction 

The economic impact of construction of the proposed Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Trail 

Projecthas been based on a total construction cost of $6.7 million and a timeframe of 3 years. 

The estimate of the cost of construction was provided by Orange City Council. 

The economic impact of construction has been measured using a final demand impact in 

input-output analysis, incorporating marginal coefficients for household expenditure. This has 

measured the direct impact of expenditure as well as the flow-on impact to other sectors of 

the economy. The economic impact of the construction phase on Orange City Council, 

including flow-on effects, is shown in Table 2 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 2: Economic Impact of Construction of Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Trails & 

Accommodation 

 

Employment (FTE) Household income ($m) Value added ($m) 

Year 1 21 1.47 2.70 

Year 2 19 1.32 2.44 

Year 3 15 1.02 1.88 

NOTE:  The impacts are measured in the year of construction and are not cumulative i.e. one FTE 

job created in Year 1 is for that year only and cannot be added to one FTE job created for Years 2 

and / or 3. 

Whilst the above numbers do not represent a significant proportion of the Orange economy, 

they do reflect a meaningful return on investment.  

Ongoing Economic Impact from Increased Tourism Activity 

Developing an additional attraction within a region, such as a mountain bike trail, will attract 

new visitors to a region.  This will have a flow-on effect providing increased visitation at 

existing attractions, extending the length stay of the visitors to the region and encouraging 

the visitors to promote the region to their friends and families resulting in further visitation.  

The economic analysis has indicated that the on-going impact of the Mount Canobolas 

Mountain Bike Trail will result in a significant increase in visitors to the region. This will 

undoubtedly lead to the creation of further jobs in the tourism sector (and flow-on to other 

sectors) and assist with the need for job creation as a result of a growing population.  

The economic impact of ongoing tourism activity as a result of the proposed Mountain Bike 

Trail has been based on an increased spend of $3.5 million per annum following construction 

of the trail, after the estimated peak visitation numbers have been reached.  The economic 

impact of the increased tourism expenditure, including flow-on effects, is shown in Table 3 

below. 

Table 3: Economic Impact of Tourism Expenditure of Mount Canobolas Mountain Bike Trails & 

Accommodation, average at estimated peak visitation 

 

Employment (FTE) Household income ($m) Value added ($m) 

Year 1 42 2.67 4.58 

It should be noted that these estimates are based on peak visitation at 50,000 persons per 

annum and the average expenditure rates outlined above, both of which may be viewed as 

conservative. 

 

 



 

 

 

Summary 

The preceding analysis estimates that the Project will generate a net present value of $8.7 

million after using a real discount rate of 7% per annum, equating to a benefit cost ratio of 

2.226. In addition, the Project is expected to generate an average of $2.3 million per annum in 

gross regional product during the construction phase and $4.6 million per annum when peak 

visitor numbers of 50,000 per annum are reached (all expressed in 2017-18 $ values). 

No allowance has been made for other benefits which may accrue from the project such as: 

• Reduction in health-related costs associated with increased physical activity amongst 

the resident population in Orange as a result of the Project; 

• Increased workforce productivity derived from increased physical activity; and 

• The positive impact on the amenity of Orange from the perspective of both residents 

and visitors. 

The estimates of both visitor numbers and associated expenditure may be considered 

conservative in light of data provided in other studies relating to mountain bike tourism. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Appendix A – Modelling Methodology 

The latest national input output table (2014-15) published by the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics (ABS) (ABS Cat. No. 5209.0.55.001) was utilised as the base table. The steps 

involved in updating that table to reflect the financial year of 2016-17 included: 

Data from the 2016 Census relating to employment by industry sector were analysed, in 

conjunction with data from the Labour Force Survey (ABS Cat. No. 6291.0.55.003), to 

determine the number of full time equivalent employees by industry sector in 2016-17. In 

converting to full time equivalent jobs, the ABS convention of assuming 1 part time employee 

is equivalent to 0.5 full time employee was adopted. The above data were used to calculate 

output by industry sector, in 2016-17 dollar values. 

Data from the Australian System of National Accounts (ABS Cat. No. 5204.0) for 2016-17 were 

extracted and information on Compensation of Employees and Gross Operating Surplus by 

industry sector was used to adjust the previously derived results in the relevant rows in the 

input output table. Similarly, data from the same publications relating to final demand were 

used to adjust the relevant columns in the input output table. 

The table was balanced and checked for accuracy against data from the Australian System of 

National Accounts including comparisons of the derived Gross Domestic Product and its 

components and Gross Industry Value Added. 

Creating an input output table for New South Wales 

The national input output table derived for 2016-17 was used to generate an input output 

table for the same year for New South Wales. The steps involved in developing the State table 

included: 

▪ Data from the 2016 Census regarding employment by industry sector by place of 

employment were analysed, in conjunction with data from the Labour Force Survey, to 

estimate the number of full time equivalent employees by industry sector working in 

each New South Wales in 2016-17. This was used to apportion output by industry sector. 

▪ Data from the Australian National Accounts: State Accounts (ABS Cat. No. 5220.0) for 

2016-17 were extracted and information on Compensation of Employees, Gross 

Operating Surplus and the various final demand sectors extracted. 

▪ The above data were entered into the Generation of Regional Input Output Tables (GRIT) 

file incorporated in the IO9 software used in this analysis. The GRIT technique, developed 

by Professors West and Jensen of the University of Queensland, uses allocation methods 

and location quotients as well as superior data. It is the most widely used method of 

constructing input output tables in Australia. It is also commonly employed in Europe and 

America. 

▪ The resultant tables were balanced using the RAS methodology. The RAS technique is a 

bi-proportional iterative adjustment method designed to modify a base input output 

matrix to fit new row and column totals. The rows and columns are adjusted 

proportionally to the new row and column totals in turn, and the cycle repeated until the 

actual row and column totals converge to the specified values. This may require some 

adjustment to the tolerances of individual sectors to enable the table to converge.  



 

 

 

The balanced tables were then checked for accuracy against data from the Australian 

National Accounts: State Accounts including comparisons of the derived Gross State Product 

and its components and Gross Industry Value Added. 

Creating the regional input output tables 

The input output table developed for 2016-17 for New South Wales was used to create the 

relevant regional table for Orange LGA. This incorporated the following steps: 

▪ Data from the 2016 Census regarding employment by industry sector by place of 

employment were analysed, in conjunction with Census data relating to full time and part 

time employment by industry sector and data from the Labour Force Survey, to estimate 

the number of full time equivalent employees by industry sector working in each area in 

2016-17. This was used to estimate output by industry sector. 

▪ Data from the 2016 Census relating to weekly income by industry sector were extracted 

and compared with the average weekly income by industry sector for New South Wales. 

The resultant ratio was used to adjust State level Compensation of Employees by full 

time equivalent by industry sector to a regional level. 

▪ Average weekly income per capita for persons residing in each area was calculated from 

data from the 2016 Census and compared with the State average. The resultant ratio was 

used to adjust State level Household Final Consumption Expenditure and Ownership of 

Dwellings per capita to a regional level. 

▪ The above data were incorporated into the GRIT file, and the resultant tables balanced 

using the RAS methodology. The balanced tables were checked for reasonableness by 

comparing Gross Regional Product per capita and per full time equivalent employee with 

the State average. 
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